Disclaimer

All opinions, viewpoints and recommendations contained in this presentation represent those of the author alone and do not represent the opinions, viewpoints or recommendations of any organization with which the author may be affiliated, including, without limitation, the USOPC.

• Medical Advisory Boards – Aim Specialty Health, Sanofi, and COVR Medical

• Royalties – Springer, Up to Date
Phases 1-2
- Training facilities are closed
- Train on your own with your own equipment
- Virtual coaching

Phase 3
- Small group training, training facilities not open
- Group selection protocol, S/S monitoring process
- Infection control measures, own equipment, no direct/indirect contact
- Coach onsite

Phase 4
- Regular size group, training facilities open
- Similar group selection and S/S monitoring protocols
- Infection control measures, share equipment (but clean if possible),
  direct/indirect contact OK

Phase 5 - vaccine or cure developed
- No restrictions, but continue general infection measures
USOPC Response to COVID-19 - Event Planning

- Financial impact
- Event date
- Event location
- Sport risk
- Medical plan
- Infection mitigation
- Communication
Thank You
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